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ARE LET
Govenor Johnston Heard CONTRACTS
Senior Class To Sponsor
RY LOCAL OFFICIALS
At Wednesday Exercises FOR NEWJUILDINGS Annual Pre-Holiday Hop
State Executive Also Reviews !
Clemson Cadet Corps at
Dress Parade
THREE-DAY MEET
The annual state convention of the.
United Daughters of the Confederacy
closed here this afternoon following the
installation of the newly elected officer*
for next year.
Mrs. W. W. Klugh,
chairman of the John .C. Calhoun chapter, was in charge of the three-day
convention which had the largest attendance of .any meeting since its beginning.
VANDIVER PRESIDENT
The meeting opened Tuesday afternoon at the Presbyterian " church with
Mrs. David Sa-nford Vandiver. president of the South Carolina Division,
in charge of the program The after(Continued on page eight)

DOWNS TIGER ELEVEN

CALL IS ISSUED FOB NEW
TIGER STAFF MEMBERS

Greenville and Anderson Firms
Are Named as Constructors en Local Projects

All freshmen and sophomores
who are interested in trying out
for the TIGEB staff are urged to
see H. S. Ashmore in room 807
immediately after dinner Friday.
Previous experience is net necessary.
It is imperative that all
men who intend to join the staff
this year try out before the holidays. The meeting Friday is only
for nrrn who are interested in
joining the reportorial staff. Men
desiring work in the business and
circulation departments are urged
to communicate with- W. A. Bhinehardt or P. Q. Langston at the
earliest opportunity.

Martin Is Honored
By National Group
Clemson Grad Is Given High
Post by Electrical Manufacturers' Association

Benjamin V. Martin, Clemson gradPurples Defeat Bengals by 8-6
Score in State Championuate of the Class of '26, and son of
ship Encounter
Prof S. M. Martin of the Clemson
College Faculty, was recently paid high
honor by his election to office at the
convention of the National Elecarica!
Clemson kicked off to Furman, Hin- Manufacturer's Association held recentson, Tiger quarterback, kicked to Watly in Chicago.
son who brought it back 20 to his 30.
Mr. Martin was named chairman of
Stevens got off a beautiful punt of 60 the Specialty Transformer section of
yards but Hinson went back, caught the Association. The honor is regardthe ball over his shoulder, and raced ed as a mark of distinction in the
back 15 yards to the Clemson 30. electrical sales field,' since officers are
On the first scrimmage play, Hinson usually selected from the large numhurt his elbow and was replaced b> ber of business executives enrolled
Berry.
Folger gained a yard off in the organization
guard; then Horton stepped back and
Since his graduation from Clemson
booted the pigskin SO yards down field College in 1926, Mr. Martin has been
where it was grounded by Shuford.
as^ocnted with the Westinghouse ComStevens punted back to Berry who pany, residing in Sharon, Pa. While
returned it 13 yards just past midfield. in Sharon, he has taken an active
After Folger lost a
yard,
Horton part in civic affairs, and is now servpassed to Lee for a first down on the ing as a major in the sales army of
Hurricane 36. Berry made 4 around the Shenano Valley Community Fund
end Lee picked up one and then Campaign.
6 more to make it first and ten
While a student at Clemson, Mar(Continued on page six)
tin was popular with the members of

WORK BEGINS SOON
At a meeting of College officials
and representatives of the competing
firms in Ri?gs Hall Tuesday morning sealed bids for the construction of
* new dormitory and agricultural building were o-ened.
The contract for
the Ag Hall went
to
Potter and
Shackleford Construction Co., of Greenville. S. C. while the contract for the
dormitory was
awarded the Daniel
Construction Company of Anderson,
S C.
Seven contracting firms were
represented in the bidding.
LOW BID
Potter and Shackleford was awarded
the Ag Hall contract on a bid of approximately $269,019. Second was the
(Continued ^n page elghO

TWO PROFESSOR*»«
TO GEORGIA ME
Dr. Rhyne and Dr. Taylor Rep-;
resent Clemson at Language Meet

CROWD SEES GAME

By Their Words
Cease firing. You're two wars behind what I have been talking about.
—Moorman
Army camps aren't exactly places
where saints are manufactured on a
large

scale.
—Brearley

Trace your ancestry back to William the Conqueror and you will find
that you have ten million living relatives
—Ware
You can drown in the Great Salt
Lake but you can't sink in it to save
your life.
—Calhoun

the cadet corps and the faculty, and
was secretary and treasurer of the
Freshman class in '23.

PROF. MARTIN SPEAKS
AT REGULAR MEET OF
YMCA JUNIOR COUNCIL
At a meeting of the Junior Y.. M. C.
A. Council held in the YhfCA cabinet
room last Tuesday night, Major S. Ml
Martin made an address on the Prodigal Son in which he stressed very
much the importance of Clemson
students trying to live the Christian
life and follow in the footsteps of
those who have gone on before them
and have made inevitable records of
success not only from a financial
standpoint but from the standpoint of
building for themselves a genuine character and career.

UNIVERSITY IS HOST
Prfessor O. P. Rhyne of the Clemson Modern Language Department and
Rupert Taylor of the English Department journeyed to the University of
Georgia at Athens Friday and Saturday, Nov. 29 and 30 as delegates
to the 1935 Convention of the South
Atlantic Modern Languages Association.
GROUP MEETINGS HELD
During the first day of the meeting, departmental group metings were
held, in each of four divisions: English, French, German,
and SpanishItalion.
During these conclaves, papers were read and discussions were
held by the various members of each
group.
PAPERS BEAD
On the second and last day of the
(Continued on page two)

CADETS ABE WARNED
NOT TO TRANSFER
DANCE TICKETS

R. B. Murphy, president of the
TO BE POPULAR EVENT
Central Dance Association has announce:! that all dance tickets arc
Continuing thir policy of bringing
non-transferable and that no stuto Clemson the leading dance orchesdent will be admitted to the
tras, the Central Dance Association
( hristmas Hep unless he has perhas signed Jack Wardlaw's orchestra
sonally purchased a ticket. Cafor the annuaj . Christinas Hop." The
de's are warned that tickets from
Hop, which is to be held" the"* night
any person other than members
of December. .20, is sponsored' By ' the
or, employees of the C.D.A. are
members of the Senior Class. "CD.void and will not be accepted by
A. officials . and the , Decoration Comthe officials in charge of the door, j
mittee are sparing no efforts to have
this dance as successful an affair as
the preceding dances of the season: An
evening of pleasing musical entertainment amid .an atmosphere of decorative splendor is being anticipated" by
Clemson dance devotees.
Jup.galeers Flay for Season's
(Continued on page two)

Thanksgiving Dance
Proves Big Success
Most Popular Dance

«mum km me

L'etuiiVel girl* the melodic offerings
of the Xungaleers, tl e festive spirit of
Thanksgiving combined to make the
Thanksgiving Hop cne of the most delightful affairs of tie fall season. Imbued with tie hoilday spirit, hun- Orr, Tribble, Yarborough, O'dreds of pleasure seekers thronged
Kelly, and Cousar Formthe campus for a gala night of merryally Initiated
making.
FARMER DIRECTS
Last night the formal initiation for
Lead by the versatile Jim Farmer, admitting live outstanding military leadthe
Jtingaleers
proved
themselves ers of the . senior class into rhe local
worthy of their reputation as one of unit of Scabbard and Blade was held
the South's leading dance orchestras. The men inducted were S. M. Orr, I\
Having added many sparkling arrange- V. Tribble, W. B. Yarborough G. R.
ments to their repertoire, the orchestra O'Kelly and H. N. Cousar.
presented brilliant adaptations of all
HONORARY FRATERNITY
popular melodies The college musicians
The local company of .Scabbard
have proven tremendously popular with and Blade was formally installed here
dance lovers of this section of the in 1933 as company K of the Seventh
country during the season, and they Regiment of the national organization.
have filled many outstanding engage- It is an honorary military fraternity
ments.
Needless tc say, they added
organized for the purpose of promoting
much to their rapidly growing popumilitary leadership and a spirit of nalarity by their pleasing musical oftional defense.
ferings at the recent hop
POPULAR QUINTET
DECORATIONS BEAUTIFUL
The following men were initiated:
The most recent decorative mas- S. M.' Orr 6f Anderson; captain of
terpieces of Messrs. Gill and Wolfe was A company, president of the Tau Beta
as pleasing as it was appropriate. An Pi and the AIEE; member of Blue
intricate arrangement of streamers f<
Key, Senior Council, and Senior Platuring the college colors was the key- toon. W. B. Yarborough; captain of
il
• :•■
note of the scheme of decorations.
(Continued on page eight)

TAPS FIVE STUDENTS

Uncle Wilkie Roams Among Faucets
To Reveal The Secret Of The Bath
By Uncle Wilkie
For many centuries mankind
has been confronted with tasks
which have baffled human ingenuity. Ponce de Leon sought
the fountain of youth; Jason
chased the Golden Fleece; and
Diogenes sought his honest man.
However the man facing the
most fiendish, arduous, baffling
task is the Clemson cadet who
seeks to regulate a shower. Now,
Clemson showers are not like
other showers, which either give
hot water, cold water, or none

Jack Wardlaw and His Orchestra Likely to Play for
Christmas Dance

at all. Ah, no! Clemson showers are the invention of the devil
himself.. Seemingly possessed of
brains, they raise a man's hopes,
blast them in a thrice, and afford him moments of diabolical
q
torture.
As you venture toward the
showers, your most fervent prayer is, "Please let there be hot
water."
Just to lead you on
and tantalize you, floods of tepid
water greet you as you gingerly
turn the faucet. Wirh a sigh of
(Continued on
page two)

CLEMSON RED CROSS
ROLL CALL IS ENDED
According to an announcement made
recently by Professor M. IJ. Bradley, chairman of the Clemson branch
of the Oconee County chapter of the
American Red Cross, the annual roll
cal] for this organization" has just
been completed for Clemson and its
vicinity.
RECORD MEMBERSHIP
The roll call this year conducted
under the supervision and Chairmanship of Mrs. H. H. Willis, has netted to date 216 members.
Professor
Bradley states that'"only once since
the World War has this number been
exceeded by the local' chapter.
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Senior Platoon Is Guard Of Honor To Governor Olin JohnstonCRACK DRILL UNIT IS
PHAISEDBY OFFICIAL
Scott and Men Escort Governor's Party from Edge of
Campus to Main Bldg.
EXECUTIVE IMPRESSED
The Senior Platoon, crack drill unit
<of the cadet regiment, yesterday acted
aj a guard of honor to Olin D. Johnston, governor of South Carolina, as
Jie arrived on the campus to participate in the closing exercises of the
annual convention of the South Carolina chapter of the United States
Daughters of the Confederacy.
The
-.governor was met at the edge of the
campus by the smartly arrayed unit
and escorted to. the administration
lmilding.
JOHNSTON CONGRATULATES
Governor Johnston highly commended Col. Scott' and his men on their
•excellent showing in a short address
delivered before he dismissed his escort.
The Senior Platoon has been particular active this year, representing the
college at practically every major football game this season. Their appearance between halves in numerous southern stadiums has brought great applause from blase football crowds. A
great deal of favorable comment has
also ben made concerning the unit in
the southern newspapers.
FORTY-THREE MEMBERS
The platoon is made up of fortythree seniors who have earned membership through a series of competitive drills held during the past two
years. A great deal of credit for the
proficiency of the organization is due
-to Cadet Lt.
Col. Robert F. Scott,
Avho, as commander, is responsible for
the splendid showing the men have
made.

Woodward Attends
Pittsburg Meeting
Banquet and Dinner-Dance
Given by Pennsylvania
Alumni Chapter
J. H. Woodward, alumni secretary,
was honor guest at a dinner dance
meeting of the Pittsburg chapter of the
Clemson Alumni Corporation in Pittsbur on November 23. The banquet and
dance, held at the Schenley Hotel, was
attended by \7 Clemson alumni and
.their

wives.
OFFICERS NAMED
Although this chapter has been
scmewhat, dormant forseveral years it
was reorganized during the meeting,
the following officers being reelected
for one more year; B. M. Jones, '14,
".president;' R. JV Odom, '16r vice-president, and'F.: M. "K'chnery, '17, secre:!:*>
'■
•
. ■• •
::■- i
tary and treasurer.
Mr.''Woodward speaker of the evening; "gave "the' lilted"'wb'rtf'of the
•changes,
improvements, enlargements
and largt' luatr'icula-fioii >of the college,
as1 well' as-'' tlie1 Miimm' 'activities and
aims. He also showed moving pictures
•^f"'ClenTsofi:"football"' games*:' taken at
^slb? srjeed;'- pefmittMig- the: aulmrii >to
"oTVseire' the ''i>faySlla lHttte'>'fll&f« 'in de' ' ''•'"' ROWLAND' PLAYS'"
'" After tliV'n'iOvTe'9' the .guests moved
"into" the "night' club" "where: they enjoyed dancing to the, music .of Will
Rowland "and his orchestra.
Words, Rhvthms, i and
the like,
, which are the ,outer form..of literature,
can only be discovered by those who
have the instinct and -can profit, by
what other poets or prose, writers have
-done.—G. L. Dickinson.

* Z

WILKIE DELVES AMONG SECRETS
OF NOZZLE, FAUCET, AND DRAIN
Chronic Conditions of Clemson
Showers Are Cited by
Tiger Scribe
'x Continued from page one)
contentment, you prepare for the
ritual. Finding the water a trifle too hot, you give the cold
faucet a delicate turn. BRR—
RRR—shades of polar bears and
Anarctic expeditions! Your heavenly stream of hot water has
been transformed into, a glacial
pool.
With a philosophic shrug of
the shoulders, you begin your
task of adjusting the unruly torrent. Your efforts are sp-eeted
with alternate spurts of torrid
and frigid water which scorch
and freeze the body in turn.
Fifteen minutes of this ordeal
and you have lost all vestige of
good nature, a sense of humor,
and all other characteristics
which make a man a worthy
member of society.
Finally realizing that you are up
against a problem of extraordinary
difficulty, you begin your job with an
air of seriousness.
Your first wave
of rage having calmed down, you consider the problem in a cool, calculating manner.
Surely, you think, I
am not so stupid as to be foiled by a
simple set-up such as this.
I am an educated man—not a moron,
Desperately you call on all your
knowledge gained from courses in
Physics, Chemistry, and Steam. You
plead with the shower, you work the
faucets gently then forcefully, but
al! efforts seem in vain.
After you have given up all hope
and reached a point of exhaustion,
your efforts are rewarded. Success in
the form of a blissful flow of correctly proportioned hot and cold water, has been achieved.
While hurriedly striving to take advantage of
the results of your prodigious efforts
your activity is halted by "a mournful
gurgle—the hot water has run out.
Having gone this far, however, you
are not to be thwarted byj£uch<Jf- tarn
of events. Even a dousing in cold-water is better than an uncompleted
shower; so you manfully prepare to
bath in "Greenland's
Icy
Waters."
Calling upon all your resources to carry you through the ordeal, you are
finally, ready to face the supreme test.
With the air of a man about to die for
his country, you turn the cold faucet
all the way. Your efforts are again
greeted by a mournful gurgle which
has every bit . the cheering effect of
a funeral dirge. Even the cold water
has-failed you! You pray, you curse;
you swear, you call upon all the pow-j
ers of the universe to produce water—t
blessed water. Tis no use. There is

Two Profs Attend
Language Meeting
(Continued from page one)
convention, general combinations and
discussion meetings were held of all
groups, and papers
were
read and
talks made by the various attending
professors.
A banquet wsa tendered to the convention on Friday night by the University of Georgia, with over three
hundied professors and guests in attendance. Chief speaker for the occasion was Professor Hooper of the
University, wl'.o .spoke in the -absence
of President Caldwell. The response to
Professor Hooper's speech was given
by Professor Dawson of the University of Alabama, and retiring president
of the Association.
DAWSON IN CHARGE
Arranegments for trie convention
were supervised by President Dawson
and by the Modern Language Department of the University of Georgia.
LiEAVITT CHOSEN PRESIDENT
Professor Leavitt of the University
of North Carolina was hcosen as
'35-'36 President of the Association,
succeeding Professor Dawson of the
University of Georgia
NEXT MEET IN RICHMOND
It was decided that the 1936 meeting of the South Atlantic Association
should be held in conjuncion with the
annual meeting of the Modern Language Association of America, to be
held in Richmond, Virginia, December
20-31, 1936

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
With visions of a luxurous Student
Union Building in sight, the University
of Kentucky students are extending
every effort to realize these visions.
Tlie Student Building, long the aim
of the University students, will include the University book store, cafeteria, ballroom, lounging rooms, recreation rooms and possibly a swimming
pool.

If I were teaching Literature, the
first thing I would do would be to dispose of Keats and Shelley on a bootleg basis.—William Allen White.
One writes learning
writing.—Calvin

and

In literature as in life, the logic follows the intuition.—John Middleton
M.urray.

m

speaking terms
with the sky

CHRISTMAS HOP TO BE
HELD ON DECEMBER 20
("Continued from page one)
ORCHESTRA POPUI/AR
The
orchestra's
forthcoming
appearance' will"mark the first'time that
the Band has_ filled an engagement in
this part of the state in several years.
Having...recently completed a series of
outstanding^ engagements- in...the. 'North,
the orchestra is now on a college tour.
Variety is perhaps the outstanding feature of this musical aggregation. Their
musical presentations offer an everchanging pace from the soft, 'dreamytype of melody to fast lively tempos
interpolated
with
vocal
renditionsBriefly, Jack Wardlaw's band is an ,
organization which offers the type of .
music which the public demands.
",
not even a trickle of water—yea verily,
not even a drop. Dejectedly you plod
to your room fervently praying tha,t
your "ole lady" has left enough
water in the pitcher for you to at least
get a respectable shave.

FAR above the clouds, on all the leading airlines, you?
pilot is always within hearing and speaking distance
of airports—via Western Electric radiotelephone.
This equipment, made by ijhe manufacturing unit of the.\
Bell System, is helping the airlinesio^set a notable xecoriL
for fast, safe transportation^ Teletype—another Bell System
service —'speeds printecLweather information to airports.
Long Distance and local telephone facilities, too, play
important parts in airline operations.,
Bell System services reach out in many directions to
the benefit of industry and commerce.
'■

You can

fly" home by telephone, in

a couple of minutes.
tonight?
t\

learns

Why not do it

Station-to'Station rates are

lowest after 7 P. M.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Tiger Football Squad Names All Opponent Team
TIGER GRAD RECEIVES
ENGINEERING POSITION

1935 Grid Season's Orders of The "C"

MYTHICAL ELEVEN IS
SELEGTEDBY LOCALS

F. H. Cothran, '98, is Consulting Engineer on Huge Federal Project

Furman, Wake Forest, Duke,
and Alabama Teams are
Honored by Tigers

DISTINGUISHED CAREER

With the close of the 1935 football
season the usual question of picked
teams comes before the eyes of the
sporting public. This year, instead of
publishing an all-state aggregation, tho,
TIGER is coming out with a team
which was selected by the best and
fairest means—an all-opponent eleven
chosen by the Tiger gridsters who
should really know the best since they
fought against them in nine hard contests.
Whatley, stellar tackle of the University of Alabama's Crimson Tide was
the only unanimous selection, with
King, Furman end, Kay Francis, Alabama center, Riley Smith, Alabama
quarter, and Tarzan White, Alabama
guard polling all but one vote.
Name
Position
School
KING
End
Furman
WEST
End
Duke
WHATLEY
Tackle
Alabama
DURNER
Tackle
Duke
JOHNSTON
Guard
Duke
WHITE
Guard
Alabama
FRANCIS
Center
Alabama
SMITH
Quarter
Alabama
KITCHENS
H. B.
Wake Forest
HACKNEY
H. B.
Duke
ALEXANDER F< B.
Duke
OTHER SELECTIONS
Durner drew eleven of sixteen votes
for his tackle, Hackney received thirteen of sixteen for halfback, Johnson
got 10 out of the total number for
another guard, Ed West, Duke end, was
selected by twelve Clemsonites, fullback
Alexander of Duke got ten votes, and
Kitchens of Wake Forest was awarded
the other back with thirteen nominations.
Other nominees were : Guards—Banks
(V P. I), Morris (Wake Forest),
Shiver (Furman), and Burrel (Furman) ; . Tackles—Robinson (V P. I.),
Cardwell (Duke), and Dorn (Furman) ;
Ends—Walker
(Alabama) ;
Center—Hennimier
(Duke) :
Halfbacks—Dickerson (V. P. I.), Allen
(Mercer), and Angelich (Alabama) ;
Fullback—Rhordanz (Alabama).
These' selections were made for Liberty on special blanks sent out and
were returned Mjonday night by air
mail. There were about half a dozen
questions asked about each opponent
varying of course for each position,
which were answered by any one of six
degrees of excellency. Included in the
questions were charging, blocking, interference, tackling, diagnosis of different plays, pass reception, accuracy in
snapping back, etc.

Frank Harrison Cothran, Clemson
graduate in the Class of '98, and an internationally known engineering authority, has been recently named one of
four civilian engineers of high rank
as a consultant with the Board of
Army Engineers in the construction of
the Passamaquoddy electric project in
Maine.
ONL.Y SOUTHERN MEMBER
The only member of the consulting
board chosen from tne South, Mr.
Cothran is advising engineer for the
Government on the cotter-dam and
river-diversion feature of the project.
EXPENSIVE PROJECT
The Passamaquoddy Electric Project
is ones of the largest of the WPA projects and is estimated to cost over forty
million dollars.
This construction is
under the supervision of the Corps of
Engineers, United States Army.
IS FAMOUS MAN
Since his graduation from Clemson
College in 1898, Cothran has steadily
made his way to the front, making a
name for himself in the field of civil
and mechanical engineering. He has
served in over twenty-five different capacities, including: resident, locating
and construction engineer for the C.
C. and O Ry.; engineer for Georgia
Granite Co.; division engineer for the
Southern Power Co.; Vice-President
and General Manager of the Alma &
Jonquiere Ry., and the Duke-Price
Power Co., Ltd.; and Vice-President,
General Manager and Chief Engineer
Beauchornois Construction Co.
SERVED IN WASHINGTON
For some time during recent years

(Editor's note: In each issue
during football season THE TIGER has carried a story of the
week's best blocker. Coach Neely and his staff picked the man
after each game.)
During the 19S5 season only
four Tiger gridsters received the
honor of being awarded the "Order of the C". Holbert "The
General" Ure, (lower center),
Bengal backfleld ace, holds the
distinction of being awarded
blocking honors in three of the
season's encounters. Lee was
awarded "Order of the C" in the
games with Presbyterian, Citadel, and Furman. T. I. Brown
(upper right), stellar Tiger tackle, won recognition for his outstanding work in the Carolina
game, while T. M. "The Ripper"
Folger (upper center), carried

Look your best during the
holidays! See HOKE SLOAN
for new clothes.
Mr. Cothran has been consulting engineer on the fifty million dollar Bonneville Hydro-Electric project of the Columbia River in the State of Washington.

off the blocking honors in the
Mercer tilt. Don Shuford (upper left), alert Tiger flankman, was awarded "Order of the
C" in the game with University of Alabama.
Coach Neely declined to award
the "Order of the C" in the
games with V. P. I., Wake Forest, and Duke saying that none
of the blocking was particularly
outstanding in any of these encounters; however, Clarence Inabinet received honorable mention for his s-ellar performances
in the V. P. I. and Duke games.
Bill Ooxton, another veteran
linesman, was commended for
his work in fhe game with Duke
while Berry carried off the honors for "ball-toting" in the same
encounter.
PEEUE RESIGNS POST
Dr. T. C. Peeie, in charge of the Soil
Erosion VVork conducted by the South
Carolina Experiment Station in cooperation with the Soil Conservation
Service in Spartanburg has recently resigned his position there to accept another with the national branch of the
Soil Conservation Service.

SENSATIONAL YOU-MUST-BE-PLEASED
OFFER WINS CAMPUS PIPE SMOKERS

READ THESE DETAILS-ACT NOW!
OUR OFFER TO PIPE SMOKERS: Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince
Albert. If you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever
smoked, return the tin with the rest of the tobacco in it, and we will refund
full purchase price, plus postage.
(Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem. N. C.
Here's the way we look at the
smoking-tobacco question: Anybody can say, '' My brand is best
— please try my kind."
Our way is different. We say:
"Try Prince Albert. We believe
you'll like it. But, if you're not
delighted, we make good on your
purchase." And so, on the fair
and square basis that you
must be pleased, we ask

you to try Prince Albert in your
pipe. You'll like it!

in tin. Your tobacco keeps in prime
condition. And there are 2 ounces
in the big red Prince Albert tin.

50

pipefuls of swell tobacco in every two-ounce
tin of Prince Albert

Hits the Taste of College Men!
This unusual offer can be made because we know that Prince Albert
is what college men are looking for
in a mild pipe tobacco. They try
it. They like it. That's the story
of Prince Albert in a nutshell.
Prince Albert is packed right-

01935
R. J. Reynolds
lob. Co.

THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE

Extension Service
Given Exra Funds
Department Is Receiving Additional Federal Money
Thru Bankhead- Jones
Act
In accordance with the BankheadJones Act passed by the last session
of the legislature, Clemson is now receiving an extra allotment from the
Federal Government for the purpose of
carrying on various types of research
work at the local experiment station.
According to this Act, South Carolina
L- to receive $14,500 for the current fiscal year for this purpose.
ONE HALF RECEIVED
Professor R) A. McGinty, acting
Dean of the School of Agriculture,
states that this money is being paid
quarterly and that Clemson has received
to date one-half of the total allotment
for the current fiscal year. He states
however, that this money will not be
spent until the beginning of the year
at which time work is to begin on
several new research problems All
of these experiments will be conducted
at the local experiment stations under
state and federal supervision
CHARACTER OF WORK
Professor McGinty states that this
work must be of a very high grade and
character to qualify under this act and
must be basic to agriculture. The allotment which South Carolina receives,
according to the bill, is to be increased
yearly for a period of years until it
reaches $72,500 annually and from that
time on it will be allotted the state
annually at that rate for research purposes.
NOTICE
All freshmen and sophomores
who are interested in trying out
for the TIGER staff see H. S.
Ashmore in room 807 immediately after dinner Friday. If
you wish to join the staff this
year it is imperative that you try
out at once.

Alumni New^
HOWZE IS MARRIED
Mr. Wilber K. Howze, Jr„ class '32,
was married to Miss Emily Shuman in
Greenville on November 16.
Mr.
Howze graduated in the school of
Textile Engineering and now holds
a position as assistant chemist in a
textile mill in Columbus, Ga.
N. Y. A1.UMNI TO MEET
On the 6th of December the Metropolitan Chapter of the Clemson Alumni
Corporation will hold a meeting in
New York city. Dr. Earle will attend
this meeting as honor guest
WASHINGTON GRADS MEET
On December 10th the Washington
chapter of the Clemson Alumni Corporation will hold a meeting at which
Secretary of Commerce Roper will be
honor guest.
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EDITORIAL

....that pierce and Roberts should be
more careful in picking opponents because a deputy sheriff is certainly not
the right party to square off with.
OSCAR SAYS

.... that Gigolo Griggs was walking in
two point prospective after the Furman
game.
-OSCAR SAY.S-

.... that its easy to see why Jack
Floyd and the Bush-marine were mistaken for prep-school boys on their
last bumming tour. He'll tell you the
details, if you don't watch out.
-OSCAR SATS-

....that he's glad to note that J. I.
Davis picks the movies to escape from
this realistic world and that's about
as good a place to sleep it off as any.
-OSCAR SAYS-

. . . .that it was too bad that Nim Harris's playful mood was spoiled the
other night when it turned out that
Rabbit Geer had all of the toys.
-OSCAR SAYS-

REGARDING A MORE FRATERNAL RELATION
AST THURSDAY the Clemson cadet corps, while
visiting on the Furman campus, was greeted with a
very cordial welcome by the members of the Furman student body. Naturally the Clemson fans
were disappointed in the outcome of the football
game,; however, we feel sure that the entire corps is duly appreciative of the welcome and hospitality shown them by the
Furman students while in Greenville. In view of this fact as
well as promoting more fraternal relations between the two
schools, the Clemson students are looking forward with pleasure to returning the cordial welcome and good hospitality on
Thanksgiving Day of 1936.

....that it looks like Old Mr. Boston has practically stymied the Strohecker-Jolly romance and he wonders
if Butch ever reads these ads about
Old Mr. Coffee-Nerves.
-OSCAR SAYS-

....that sophomore McEachern and
his honor, the mayor of Ridgeway,
were doing all right in Greenville
Thursday and that even Oscar was offered the key to the city.
-OSCAR SAYS-

....that he can hear the flutter of
angel's wings when Mopsy and Sambo
I keep looking at each other like that,
for heaven's sake.
-OSCAR SAYS-

PRO
Although we do not feel that the conduct of every individual cadet at the Furman-Clemson game in Greenville was exactly above reproach, we do feel that the corps as a whole
should be commended for the admirable spirit and especially
the gentlemanly manner in which the cadets conducted themselves both at the game and in the city of Greenville. While
we feel that Clemson students do not necessarily need a cautioning about their conduct before an event such as Thursday'
orame, we are very glad to note that the orreater part of the
students did cooperate with officials of the college and the
Athletic Association in conducting: themselves in such a wayas
to reflect credit on the Alma Mater and not bring um'ust criticism as, we regret to recall, has been done a few times in'
past years.

CON
Most Clemson students are aware of the fact that the local
dances are the principal form of entertainment offered at
Clemson. During the past few years chiefly through the cooperation of the ladies of the campus and the organization of a
, Centrai Dance Association, the dances at Clemson have won u
reputation as being among the best given in the South.
Being aware of these conditions every cadet that does attend or intends to attend the dances at Clemson should to the
best of his ability as a Clemson student and a gentleman cooperate with' the Central Dance Association in every way in trying to make the dances a bigger success. As has been proved,
the Dance Association can sponsor as good a dance as is possible to give; however, during the past several dances, Thanksgiving especially, some of the behavior has not been up to
standards we expect from Clemson students. Until every individual on the campus realizes that it is as much his responsibility as that of the Dance Association or anyone else to uphold
the reputation of our dances, he cannot expect the superior
entertainment that has been offered him during the past.
Therefore, we support the Central Dance Association by appealing to the Clemson student body to cooperate wholeheartedly in attempting to maintain student social activity on
the high level which has been characteristic of past dances.

.... that Pudge Bennett had a lovely
time celebrating his Golden Wedding
in Greenville Thanksgiving.
-OSCAR SAYS-

....that Carson and Lltttle looked
mighty good swaying in the bus station breezes Wednesday night while
waiting for Baxter and clothes for the
baby.
-OSCAR SAYS-

THURSDAY,

PRESS
Last week the wires of the Associated Press hummed a little discordantly
with the news that Mr. Wallace Mosely, editor of the Erskinc Mirror, was
insulted. It all began when the promoters of the ErskineJNewberry football game played in York, S. C. published a program which carried a whiskey advertisement. The result was that
Mr. M^bsely went off on a tangent and
wrote a more or less scathing editorial
demanding an apology on the grounds
that a grog advertisement in a college
football program implies that all college students partake of the evil cup.
The A. P. bureau in Columbia doubtless lacking in filler, wired the story,
quoting part of the editorial to all of
the state papers, and some of the dutof- state journals picked up part of
it. Mr. Mosely suddenly found himself
famous.
The next step came when
the promoters told the press that they
felt that they owed no one an apology.
By the time that story was printed
quite a bit of attention had been drawn
to the controversy and most of the
papers moved the dispatches up to the
front page. People began to take sides
and so did we. We felt that Mr.
Mosely was shooting blanks.
In the
firs place we have never, in all the
fcptiball games we have attended, seen
a student buy a program. The students are a great minority at all games
these days, in fact we feel at rimes
that they just let us in to furnish
color. And to say that the carrying
of such an ad implies that all college
students drink whiskey sounds suspiciously like a statement the drys once
made that the carrying of a whiskey
ad in the daily papers implies that all
newspaper readers are chronic alcoholics. That was several days ago, however. Now we feel only the deepest
sympathy for Mr. Mosely.
We ran
across a brief dispatch on the back
page of a paper the other day which
said that Coach Jake Todd of Erskine
had met with the promoters in York
and had apologized for the editorial,
saying something about
the
college
authorities stating that M'osely's editorial had been sincere but . perhaps
misguided. A horrible word, misguided.
It means that Mr. Mosely, his
eyes flaming with a holy zeal and his
pen dipped deep in vitriol, had turned
from his task of saving the world to
bdw to the cheering legions of right
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and found those legions disappearing
over the horizon. We feel for the editor in his lone moment of disillusionment.
And now, if you don't mind, we
think we'll go out and burn a witch.
TALK OP THTC TOWN

CtfACK
j-uve has come at last to J. Marion
.JCCUII.
bite is a student at .Limestone
and some week-ends ago J. Marion
hied off to see her. That has little to
do with this story except that we have
to explain why J. Marion was in Gaffney and besides we th'qught you might
like to know. Anyway, he walked into a barber shop before going out to
the college and ordered a hair-cut. J.
Marion, it seems, has a fondness for
large quantities of grease on his hair
and when the barber lifted his gleaming locks between his fingers he leaned over and inquired, "Buddy, did you
say you wanted your hair cut or your
oil changed?", thus proving that something comes out of Gaffney besides
Campbell Limestone (adv.) and Clarys.
TALK OF THE TOWW

DAILY MAIL
We have thought all of this time
that it was mighty white of M)r. Hall,
publisher of the Anderson Daily Mail,
to make arrangements with the college
so that one of his afternoon papers is
left in every room, gratis.
We still
think its a good idea, except for the
fact that we haven't seen one in the
past three weeks.
Investigating, we
found that the lads who deliver them
throw them over the transom, and if
the transojm is down they don't bother
to throw at all. Too much effort, it
seems, to open a door and throw them
inside. With this cold weather coming up we can't help but wonder what
they are going to do with all those
hundreds of copies they have left over
every afternoon, and whether it would
be better for us to die of pneumonia,
well-versed in current events, or to do
without our paper. It seems a small
thing to ask that they open the door
and toss them inside. Maybe it could
be arranged as a sort of Christmas
gift for the corps.
WEEK'S OUTSTANDING CADET
Rat Free-Wheeling Geer of Cavalry
Hall, because he is really outstanding
and because we know how happy it
will make him to see his name in print,
for goodness sakes.

....that Willie Clay is afraid Lib
won't be a football widow any more,
now that Harold Lewis has laid aside
his crutches for the season.
OSCAR SAYS

....that he wonders if Kenneth Campbell (the lad whose personal charm
excuses his accidental Northern birth)'is
the reason Bland is merging Thanksgiving and Christmas hoildaysj

this year as a mark of distinction from
MISSISSIPPI STATE
the
remainder of the University. The
Celebrating their annual Dad's Day
—■
OSCAR SAYS
for the fifteenth time, the students of hats are to be regular slouch hats made
.... that Pimp All started on WednesMississippi State entertained over 25.0 of white with blue numerals '36 in
day for Thanksgiving and overshot a
dads.
The entertainment included a front. ■
trifle, not getting a foot on the ground
regimental parade, drill exhibitions, a
until Saturday and that Oscar thinks
Research proves
many
things
football game, and a Dad's Dance
he was just trying to make people
and establishes many facts here-tothink he was •Chapin.
ftre unknown
but the
TECHNIL. S. U. HAS INSTALLED
OSCAR SAYS
UNIQUE DATE BUREAU CIAN tells us of a choice bit of
....that "B" Co.'s prize lieutenant,
L. S. U. now has a date bureau fact brought to light by research
Hutto, is one one the few survivors of
(Lafayette,
which serves the boys as well as the at. Purdue University
the Pendleton storm and that he's
Ind).
It
seems
that
the
Purdue
girls. In getting you a date the bureau
holding down the fort alone.
charter states there must be on the
takes down your preferences and then
OSCAR SAYS
board of regents, "One farmer, one
looks through the files for a girl of
woman, and one person of good
....that .William Cain and Jeannette
your choice.
moral character"
of G, W. C. certainly did enjoy that
At first ,the traditional feminine shyYMCA social they didn't go to the
ness toward such things cropped up, but
other night
DUKE CHRONICLE
now that the women have been con-OSCAR 8ATSvinced that the service is strictly, conCo-eds at Duke University have
.... that Hoagland is worrying more
fidential and carried on without embar- made quite a successful charity drivethan ever since "the army" has pitched
rassment, their requests are outnum- They have collected over 300 garments
camp on Merc's doorstep and that he
bering those of the men.
and built up a small cash fund to be
wonders what Gill has to say aboirt
distributed among' the needy families.
it all.
DUKE UNIVERSITY
This drive was headed by members
(Continued on page five)
Duke Seniors will wear crew hats of the Needlework Guild.
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Authorities Confer
With Dean McGinty

Oscar Says
(Continued from

page

four)

-OBOAB 8AT8-

.... that
looking
Eurman
for the

one of the Anderson belles is
for stripes again since her
hero failed to produce a ducat
Thanksgiving classic
-OSCAR SATS-

....that Stackhouse wore out a carpet in that hotel lobby while he was
-waiting for Betsey but that you can't
Iceep a good Joe College down.
-OSCAH SAYS-

....that Mjiriam Sanders has finally
cornered an officer after all these
years and that he thinks somebody
ought to warn Sammy

<r

-OSCAH SATS-

....that Charley Gettys, leader'of that
sterling demonstration company, was
all agog after the bus finally met him
in Greenville and that Oscar doesn't
Tjlame him much.
-OSCAH 9AYS-

State Horticulturalists Visit
Campus to Lay Plans for
Extension Work
Mr. L. E. Scott, horticulturalist from
the Sand Hill Experiment Station and
Mr.
J.
M. Jenkins
Jr.,
from
the Trucking Experiment
Station,
spent a few days at Clemson the past
week making plans with the officials of
the Horticulture Department and professor R. A. McGinty, Dean of the
School of Agriculture, for carrying on
research work during the coming year
at their respective stations.
CXiBMSON GRADUATES
Both of these men are graduates of
Clemson College and have been employed by the South Carolina Agricultural Experiment Stations since their
Graduation. They are both graduates
of the horticulture department and are
now engaged in this same line of work.

....that it looks as though Horse (face
for the public prints) Harby is trying
lo make a wall of death out of Bowman field
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of the School of Agriculture and former head of the local horticultural department, Professors C. C. Newman,
F. S. Andrews, and Dr. J. B. Edmund
of the local horticulture faculty; Mr.
Stag Dinner Given Departmen- L. E. Scott, J. M. Jenkins, Jr., E.
H. Rawls and A. E. Schilletter of the
tal Officials By HorticulExperiment Station.
ture Professor
SEHlHgBKlBlBBBlBlHHlllgBfelMtetelstelK!

MUSSER PLAYS HOST
AT FACULTY BANQUET

FRIED OYSTERS?

MANY ATTEND

BROILED OYSTERS?

DUKE

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM. N. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are given
each year. These may be taken consec
utively (graduation in three years) or
three terms may be taken each yea'
(graduation in four years). The entrance requirements are intelligenct.
character and at least two years ot
college wor>T, including the subject specific! for Grade A Medical Schools
Catalogues and application forms mav
be obtained from the Dean.

Last Friday afternoon, Professor
OYSTER STEW?
Albert ML Musser, acting head of the
horticulture department and professor
of horticulture, had as guests in his
home for supper the members of the
;
local faculty connected with the department of horticulture and the em- s
ployees of the South Carolina Experiment Stations who are connected with
the same line of work
STAG DINNER
This affair was one of most unique
gatherings held on the campus this seaAND
son The group was composed entirely
of men which is rather rare for Clemson folks, thus making it a stag dinFOR THE MUSIC
ner
For information write: CLEMSON JUNGALEERS
MANY ATTEND
Balfour's swell Jewelry at
Box 60 Clemson, S. C.
Among
those who attended were:
HOKE SLOAN'S! Buy now for
Professor R. A. McGinty, acting Dean ♦t^^^^^^J^^^^^^^^^^^t*^H$M$M$M^^J^I
your girl.
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HOUSE OF MAGIC TRICKS TIGERS
T CABINET PROPOSES
IN MUDDY THANKSGIVING BATTLE
Clemson Takes Short End of 8-6
Score as Hurricane Huffs
and Puffs and Blows
Away Defense
SLOPPY WEATHER
(Continued from page one;
On a reverse, Folger raced to the
Furman 13 and another
first down.
Lee failed to gain, and Folger lost 2.
Berry's two passes were incomplete,
and the ball went over. Stevens booted
to Berry on the Tiger's 43. After
failing to gain,
Horton place-kicked
the ball out on Furman's 11.
Stevens, standing on the goal line,
received a high pass from center,
had his punt blocked by Manuel Black,
Tiger tackle, and Tom Brown fell on
the oval in the end zone for a touchdown.'
Inabinet's placement to convert was
blocked.
Clemson 6, Furman 0.
Furman kicked off, Folger returning
the ball 21 yards to his 35. The Tigers
unable to gain, punted to Joe Watson
who returned 13 to his 42. Rohr picked
up three but Blair lost 2 Stevens directionally punted 48 yards out on

possession on the Furman 36.
Both teams donned clean jerseys at
the beginning of the third quarter.
Furman kicked, off, Folger returning
from his 6 to the 36.
Berry sailed
around end for 5, but Folger failed
to gain. Horton punted to Rohr who
returned 5 to the Furman 32. Steven;,
punted out on the Tiger 45 On the
next play the Bengals were penalized
15 yards. Horton's pass was no good
and he was run out of bounds on the
next play when he attempted to pass.
Horton punted 16 yards to his own 46.
Scott's pass failed. Griffin made 6
through center.
Stevens punted out
on the Tiger 7. Folger rammed for a
yard, then Horton kicked out to the
36.
Shore intercepted Blair's pass to
give the Tigers the ball on their own
40.
Berry squirmed for 4, and Lee
picked up two more. Lee made another, and then Troutman punted to
Scott who lateralled to Rohr., Rohr
raced 25 yards to the Furman 46. Scott
dashed 11 yards for a first down.
Here the Purple parade halted, and
Berry of Clemson took a punt and
raced 60 yards before he was caught
from behind by Rohr.
Lawton was
injected for Horton with the ball only
32 yards from the goal, but the Streak
failed to gain in two tries, and the
Tiger threat ended when Scott intercepted Berry's pass to give Furman
possession of the ball on their 20.
Stevens quick-kicked over Lawton's
head to the midfield.
Troutman's
punt was blocked by King and Dorn
to give Furman the ball on the Purple
46 as the third quarter ended.
Griffin raced to the Tiger 31 on the
first play. King clipped off 11 yards
around end. A reverse, Blair to Griffin netted two more yards. The Bengals held for three downs, and the
ball went over to them when Blair's
pass was incomplete in the end zone.
Clemson gained three yards in as many
attempts, and
Troutman
punted 8
yards out of bounds on his own 31.
Griffin gained 6, but Furman was penalized 15 yards on the next play to
place the ball on the Tiger 40. Stevens
punted out on the Tiger 6. Horton
passed to Berry for 15 yards, but Lee
lost on the next play.
McCarson
blocked Troutman's punt, but the play
was called back, as Furman was offside.
Horton kicked past midfield.
Stevens returned the kick.
Horton's
lateral was recovered by Stevens on
the Clemson 26 Clemson was penalized
■15 yards Watson's pass was grounded, then he gained at center to place
the ball only 10 yards away from the
goal Two passes failed and Clemson
took over the ball.
Berry raced to the Tiger 38.
A
24-yard pass from Berry to Lawton
placed the ball on the Furman 37. Blair
intercepted Horton's pass and ran it
back to midfield.
Furman failed to
make any headway, and on the fourth
down Stevens punted to Lawton who
ran from his 5 to the 17 as the game
■ended.

PUBLICATION OF BOOK

Annual Publication to Outline
Activities of Local Association
Through the efforts of Mr. P. B.
Holtzendorff, general secretary of the
local Y. M. C. A., and R. C. Commander, president, there is now a
tentative plan before the Y, M. C. ACabinet for its consideration whereby
the local Y will be able to publish,
for the first time in the history of
the school a general resume of the
Y. M. C. A. and its activities at Clemson.

THURSDAY,
JONE& TO EOGEFIELD
J.. F. Jones, Ctemsoki graduate in the
class of 1924, has recently been transferred from assistant County Agent of
Charleston County to County Agent
for Edgefield County. He began work
December.1.! Before going to Charleston, Mr. JoVies was County Agent of
Aiken County. While attending Clemson, he was an outstanding student
both in scholastic and military activities..
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SEWANEE PURPLE
"Cries of radicalism vs. tradition
rent the air as junior and senior classes of the College of Arts and Sciences
decided to abolish the officers of these
classes in last week's elections," reports the Sewanee Purple, student paper of the University of the South
at Sewanee,
Tennessee. The offices
were abolished because of lack of duties, and was based on the "tradition,
dignity, service and honor" involved.

^msismm^msmmmmB^gs^^is3s^s^^!BasBi^^B^S8SBaamBEEBm

Compliments of
CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY

PUBLISHED ANNUALLY
This plan calls for a general history
of the Y. Mj. C. A. and its growth up
•uirapJiisswais
a»MaaMKMagiiaML«^^
to the present at Clemson as well asan outline of the activities of the
Y from the standpoint of spiritual
physical, mental and moral training.
The tentative plans call for a booklet
containing not less than thirty and not
more than fifty
pages
to be published annually.
PHILADELPHIA
CABINET PROBLEM
The fifteen students comprising the
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet are to be in direct charge of the publication of the ^j»ggTaiHiHiagagH5a6agMrt^^
edition each year. Additional material
that will be published will include a
resume of the physical training offered
by the local organization now under
the supervision of Freddie Kirchner
and also the social activities under
BALFOUR'S LINE OF JEWELRY, the Nation's Best
the direction of Bill Crawford.
The publication is to be financed
Swell Line of Men's Wear
by the local cabinet and will be
Best Shoes on the Market
handed down from year to year to the
Florsheim - Friendly Five - Crosby Square
succeeding cabinets for their general
information and will be used by them
SENIORS and JUNIORS, Use Your R.O.T.C. Checks
as a guide for planning future activHHHBHBBE
ities in the organization

Clemron Uniforms are Made By
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, Inc.

For Christmas Presents See

Oemson's 9
Horton, on his goal line, tried to
kick out, but the punt was blocked by
Dorn and MfcCarson. Horton fell on
the ball in the end zone for a safety.
Score: Clemson 6, Furman 2.
Clemson punted a free kick to Watson who returned 14 to Furman's 39.
Watson made a first down through
center, but it was called back and Furman penalized 15 yards for roughness.
Stevens lost three, and then kicked to
Berry who returned to the Tiger's 26.
^ftfc jftfc jftfc ATA A*A jftfc A*A A*A A^A A^A ATA A*A A*A jftfc iti jftfc jfffc A^A--ATA_ATABerry recovered Folger's fumble for a
♦!<M3
seven yard loss. Horton's punt was
blocked by Dorn, and Stevens recovered on the Tiger 18 yard line as the
quarter ended.
Scott replaced Watson for Furman,
and on the first play gained seven.
Griffin failed to gain but both teams
were off sides Furman was penalized
five yards on the next play.
Scott
plunged for four, then failed to gain
at center. Blair's pass fell short, and
the ball went over to Clemson. Horton kicked 40 yards to Scott who lateralled to Rohr for a three yard gain.
Blair's pass to King failed, so Stevens punted out on the Tiger 16.. Horton kicked 40 yards to Scott who latFurman 41 where he was downed.
Unable to gain in three attempts, Furman had Stevens punt out on the
Tiger's 20 Lee picked up a yard, and
Horton's punt traveled only 16 yards
to fall out of bounds on the Tiger's 40.
June Scott raced around end for
7, but Rohr lost 7 on the next play.
Blair's pass was grounded.
Stevens
kicked out on the Tiger 30. Horton
returned the punt by spiraling to Rohr
who raced back 13 yards to the Tiger
31 Griffin and Rohr teamed togethei
to make a first and ten on the Tiger
Final score: Clemson 6, Furman 8.
20
Griffin stampeded through center
for another first down on the Tiger
7 Blair passed to Rob King who
Evening in Paris Sets at
leaped above two Bengals to make tht HOKE SLOANS!
R O T C
Furman touchdown. McConnell block- Checks Good.
ed King's attempted placement.
BBBBBBEBHBHHHaBESBBBaBaaagB
Score: Clemson 6, Furman 8.
Furman kicked off, King booting to
Kissam who was tackled on the Tiger's 30. Lawton substituted for BerGET WELL GROOMED
ry and made 3. Lee lost one. HorFOR THANKSGIVING
ton lost ten, and then punted out on
the Furman 35. Scott failed to gain
at center. Stevens punted to Lawton
who, despite the slippery field, returned it 20 yards to midfield. Fol- Buy a Beautiful New 7-Jewel
ger lateralled to Lawton for 3. l»u*
Wrist Watch for Only $7.50
Horton was forced to kick a few plays
P. S. McCOLLUM, President
later after the Furman line held for Choice of metal or leather band
no gain, and the ball
fell out of
bounds on the Furman 3-yard line,
Stevens punted out of danger to the
♦♦♦
"35 where it went out of bounds. The
A^A. I^A A^A A^A jWfc A^k jftfc ATA ATA A^A A^A. AA A A^A A^VATV-ATA-ATABleckley Dry Cleaning Bldg. -$M^M$>^<$M^M$M$^M$M^^^^H3KH£*^^
half ended with the ball in Clemson's

HOKE SLOAN
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JUST ARRIVED

COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY
We have The Kinney Company's Line that
we have handled for over 25 years—
We Guarantee it to give Satisfaction.
PINS — BRACELETS — COMPACTS
NOVELTIES
See Our Line and Make Your Selections Early
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Gifts Of All Kinds

7
T

Perfume Sets, Kodaks, Week-End Bags, and
Many Other Useful Christmas Gifts.
Special orders if necessary to supply your needs.
Come in and talk it over with us.

7

X. (2. STZozUn
v.
no.
2>
The Official College Book and Supply Store
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SOCCER ELEVEN TIGER SWIMMERS PREP FOR STRENUOUS
VICTORIOUS 5-3

HlOrtTHtHlE^JBOX

SPRING SCHEDULE; PROSPECTS ARE BRIGHT

*$_

Riverside Boys Taken Handily
As Vicaria Kicks Three
Goals in Third Quarter

cot tJs&yir
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FURMAN PROF
RENDERS TALK

Veterans from Last Season Report for Early Practice;
Many New Candidates

TO PLAY FURMAN

Thanksgiving Day was indeed bleak and morose not only
:from the work of the heavens and the weather men but also
because of the wet blanket thrown on by the Furman Hurricane. It was a good game when we take into consideration
the condition of the field and the great handicap that the
teams and referees had. We know that the Baptists outplayed the Bengal eleven but we are still not so sure that
they had a better team. Perhaps it was as Attorney General
John M. Daniel said: "The Baptists were in,their element."
NO AFTERMATH
We were glad to see that the cadets took the defeat
standing straight up, and practically all of the boys niade
no attempt to "get even with" the victors and claim a
share of the "spoils". Of course, there were a few minor
lpleasant scenes that are always to be expected, but
unt
both student bodies behaved nicely.
SELECTIONS
On the United Press All Southern team big T. I. Brow
won a tackle berth, and Winston "Streak" Lawton was award«d a place in the second team backfield, the only two Tigers
to be placed among the chosen in the South. Manuel Black
.and Joe Berry received honorable mention.
The Associated Press picked All-Southern Conference
teams and our two Palmetto Elevens, Carolina and Clemson
failed to place a man on the first string. However, Clarence
Inabinet and Tom Brown made the second team, with Black,
Berry and Lawton coming in for honorable mention. Gatfney, U. S. C. guard, made the third team and Johnson and
Clary were put on the honor list.
The U. P has also come out with their All-American
which in the South puts Tinsley from L. S. U. on the first team,
•Gilbert of Auburn and Smith of Alabama on the second, and
Tarker of Duke on the third aggregation. In the Honorable
Mention list T. I. Brown was placed with the better material
of the country and Lawton was given a place among the
Trucks
From the all-state teams selected so far by the Greenville
Piedmont, The Columbia Record, Charleston Post, and Florence Morning News, we find on the first team that Inabinet
is the only unanimous Tiger. Brown was given three places and
Berry three. Other Clemsonites mentioned were Hinson, Lee,
Shore, Folger, Black and Shuford.
And we find Coach Diz McLeod picking his 13 Magicians
for his all-state.
COMMENTS
Scribe Joseph E. Nettles of the A. P. Staff lamented
the fact that neither Inabinet nor Brown made the first
team in the Conference selection.
He stated that
South Carolina had a right to complain about the shortage of places since the University of South Carolina, as
-well as Clemson was practically left out in the cold. Nettles said that some observers considered Inabinet as one
of the finest guards in all of Dixie and but for the heavy
-votes for Johnson and Farley by the northern section
■"Nab" might have done better than the second team.
STANDS
Clemson cadets who saw the Hurricane and Tigers tangle here at Clemson in 1934 will never forget that day. The
stands were crowded, and the Furman student body had excellent seats at midfield; but what about Clemson? The majority of the boys were forced to stand up the entire contest
lor as soon as they would get a seat someone would show up
with a stub—the cadets had had their seats sold out right
ifrom under them.

Featuring a fine goal shooter in the
form of J. Vicaria, the Tiger soccer
team swept aside Riverside Military
Academy by a S to 3 score yesterday
afternoon on Riggs Field. Vicaria
booted the oval through the Georgian's
goalie four times straight in the third
period to bring trie home team out of
a slump.
The first quarter was decidedly
Clemson's as a fast running attack
netted one goal. Riverside came back
however, in the second stanza and
evened the score when a boot slid by
"Chi" Phillips, Tiger goal keeper.
The third period rally saved the locals and there was not much difficulty
in handling the visitors after that.
LINEUP
Coach Freddie Kirchner started the
following team:
RO—Durban; RI—Richey; C—Vicaria; LI—Perez, S. V; LO—Perez,
L. A.; CH—Scott; RHj—Misdom;
LH—Wingard; FB—Kinghorn; FB—
Orr; G—Phillips.
The Tigers will meet Furman tomorrow afternoon on the Riggs Field
soccer grounds.
It is high time to get back to the
Horation precept that the source of
good writing is clear thinking.—Irving Babbit.
Thinking must be learned while
thinking; imagination developed by an
attempt to shape experience.—•Henry
Seidel Canby.

With their season only two months
Dr. Frank K, Poole Is Princiaway, the Tiger aquatic stars are dopal Speaker at Vespers
Dr. Frank K. Poole, of Greenville,
S. C, and Professor at Furman University, was the principal speaker at
the Clemson College Vesper Services
Sunday night December 1.
NEGRO QUARTETTE SINGS
Featured on the program with Dr.
Poole was the Sterling Quartette from
the Sterling Negro High School in
Greenville S. C.
REELS SHOWN
Following the usual custom of the
Sunday evening Vesper Services, several reels were
shown,
including,
"Armies of the World", a travelog,
"Pitcain Island; and the Fox Movietone News.
Due to the large crowd which attempted to get in during the first
service, a second service was conducted.

MEDICAL MOVIE HAS
DISASTROUS EFFECTS
Two pre-med students, attending a
recent medical movie given by the
University of Texas for the medical
department, fainted comfortably away
while the majority of the 300 present
cheered the surgeon's probing operation
for a gunshot victim A coed collapsed as she was trying to escape
through the crowded door, but a boy
merely fainted in his seat, without putting forth much effort. The number
of sick was not officially estimated.

ing quite a bit of early training in
order to be ready for a heavy schedule
and to stave off any attempts to take
the state cup from them.
George Durban, state 40-yard free
style hcamp, and Hf P. Bacot, 100
yard free style title holder, will hold
down the dash end of this year's
team, while "Slim" Goodson will
take the post deserted last year by
Captain Allison in the distance events.
Goodson held state records year before last in both the 110 and 220 yard
stretches.
Carl McHugh, ranking Palmetto
backstroke star, will cleave the water
for the last time this season and cocaptains the waterboys with Johnnie
Fletcher, who handles the diving end.
At present the squad is short a good
varsity diver. Men are urged to try
out.
OAxMDIDATES
Eddie Heikkila, squad member of
last year, is again out and Carol Little
and Earl Phillips are also among the
good-looking
candidates.
Heikkila's
specialties are the relays and breaststroke, and Phillips also handles that
event very well.
Intensive training
will begin immediately following exams and the first meet will fall about
the second week in March.
All men interested in going out for
either the varsity or freshman teams
see Coach Holtzendorff or Fletcher.
Patronize Tiger Advertisers

This year it was an exact repetition, only with the
game being played in Greenville with Furman as host.
The Furman crowd still had their good seats and the
Clemson students were packed into the bleacher section
-which ran from not more than the 25 yard line to backjof.tr
the goal posts. We would be safe in saying that at least
one-fifth of the Clemson student body stood ujp)> during
the entire fray—most of them hanging on the barbed
■wire fence which dangerously encircled the field.

O

We know that our seating facilities are not ,Khat they
could be here in Tigerville, but we are fully convinced that
•we have the best marked and safest' field and stadium in
this section. It is just as easily attainable as Greenville and
there is so much more space here. Soniething shpu}d\be/:do.ne„
A. P. ALL-STATE ■ , .. i^'
sWi ' -V- '.<'
Only this morning did the Associated Press blossom forth
-with its all-state selection. The chosen eleven gave four Tiger grids+ers places on the first team: Harry Shore, center,
Clarence Tnabinet, guard; Brown, tackle; and Joe Berxy, ace
•quarter of Neely's team.
Furman University placed three men. They were: King,
•end; Dorn, tackle; and Scott,-fullback.
Shivars, Hurricane guard, will be awarded the Jacobs
Trophy next,Tuesday night in Clinton.
l

"IVhat is it, a new star?" • "Yas! Dolores Delicious in a FORD V'8!"

•
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(Continued from page one)

members After the district reports by
the district presidents and the minutes
oi the executi\e committee, historical
evening was observed and the planting
of the Lee tree on the lawn of the
Calhoun Mansion with Miss Zena

noon program consisted of special musical selections, pledging allegiance to
the United States flag, salute to the
Confederate flag, and welcome addresses by Miss Cornelia Graham, president of the local chapter and Dr. E.
W. Sikes, president of the college.
WEDNESDAY PROGRAM
The Wednesday session opened with
the South Carolina division president
presiding. Following the roll call of
officers, honorary presidents, past presidents of the South Carolina division
and chairman of the standing committees, the annual reports of the fifteen
different standing committees were
made. Mrs. John L. Woodbury, president of the general U. D. C, made the
morning address.
MEMORIAL SERVICE
The Memorial services were observed
Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. W. H.
Hunt presiding, remembering the honored dead. The sounding of Taps followed the roll' call of the deceased

Payne presiding
GOVERNOR SPEAKS
Following the processional march
by the Clemson College Band, Mrs.
Vandiver presided over the bestowal of
crosses of military service The W.orld
War cross of military service was presented to Governor Olin D. Johnson,
sergeant of Company C, 117th Infantry;
the Spanish War cross of military service (posthumous award) to Dr. C. C.
Greer, first lieutenant, assistant surgeon,
U. S. A.; Phillippine Insurrection cross
to Dr. C. C. Greer first lieutenant, assistant surgeon, U. S. A. Dr. E. W.
Sikes, president of the college, was
principal speaker for the occasion.
The Thursday morning exercises
were under the direction of the division
president and were conducted in the
Presbyterian church.
Following the
election of officers reports of the sixteen constitutional committees were
made. The afternoon services consisted of the installation of officers and
a series of business meetings.

MANYATTENDTHP.EE
DAY CONVENTION HERE

TOP KICKS' CLUB PLANS
BANQUET AND SOCIAL;
LOCAL MEN TO TALK

Scabbard and Blade
Taps Five Students

(. Continued iroiii page one;
The fifteen sergeants of the corps
K
company,
Blue Key pledge and memare planning an elaborate week-end
ber
Senior
Council.
G. R. O'Kelly; capparty the night of December 14 as the
tain
F
company,
member of Tigei
beginning of an active year for their
Brotherhood
and
majoring
in Ag Enorganization, the Top Kicks Club.
gineering.
F.
V.
Tribble;
Staff
captain,
There is to be a banquet in the colBusiness
Manager
TAPS,
member
of
lege banquet hall which will be attended by the members and their Blue Key and Senior Council, and Cdates and the Army officers and their H. Cousar, executive lieutenant of M
wives.
Short talks will be made by- company who was admitted as Honor
Colonel Moorman and Colonel West. Lieutenant of the organization.
Immediately • following the repast
there will be a social in the Y club WILL ROGERS LENDS
MESSAGE OF ADVICE
rooms for the first sergeants and their
invited guests. Admission will be by
Will Rogers was asked by the edibid onlv.
tors of the Fullerton Junior College
Torch to send them a message of adSuggesting many pictures of historic vice last spring The late comedianinterest, the John C. Calhoun Mansion Philosopher's reply
was
typical: "1
:ow under restoration, and the m.v
have no message for you. .The trouble
a'storic relics housed there were oper
with youth nowadays is that everybody
to the campus visitors.
During the wants to advise them, and we don't
stay of the delegates of the convention know what to do ourselves... .If I
at Clemson this week, the group visited knew any Latin wor's. I'd quote 'em.
many historical spots of this section, The Latins all died o-t because they
particularly the Old Stone Church and couldn't learn tier own language.
the many interesting historic places at My message to you is don't miss the
next Mae West picture."
Pendleton.

DECEMBER

CONTRACTS ARE LET
BY LOCAL OFFICIALS
FOR NEW BUILDINGS
i c*uu; .ii Lied

11 on

uage une )

Daniel
Construction
Company
and
third was the J. J. McDevitt Company of Charlotte, N. Ci
The contract for '.' e dormitory went
to the Dr.nicl Cmfny on a bid of
$320,800. The. Northeastern Construction Co., of Winston-Salem, N/ C,
was secc:id and the lisk-Carter Co.,.
of Greenvdle was third.
FINISHED IN YEAR
The contractors have estimated 275
days for the construction of the
dormiory which will guarantee completion in time for use next term.
The es'imate on the Ag Building was
1*350 days which means that the new
! structure will not be ready for occupation until the second semester of
next session.
WORK REGINS SOON
It is probable that actual construcfon will be underway within the next
sixty days according to local officials.
Writing is like any other Skilled'
trade: it requires an apprenticeship.
W. A. White.

Smokers — both men and women—
want a cigarette to be mild—yet not flat
or insipid. At the same time they want
a cigarette that gives them taste—taste
they can enjoy.
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Chesterfields are outstanding for mildness—outstanding for better taste. You can
find that out by smoking them.
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<st-fa/ -f&tn - Chesterfields are what they say they are
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